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what lurks in the shadows a haunting novel of love loss and flesh eating trolls from the
undisputed master of the macabre richard laymon perfect for fans of dean koontz and clive
barker one of the eeriest and one of the most immediate horror novels of recent decades
publishers weekly everything changed for ed that day in the fall semester when he got a
letter from holly the girl he loved dear ed it began i will always cherish the times we had
holly was in love with someone else it was as if his whole world had changed in a second
that night heartbroken and half mad with despair ed couldn t sleep so he decided to go for a
walk but it s a dark scary night in the lonesome october and ed is not alone there are others
out there in the night roaming the streets lurking in the darkness wanting to show ed just
how different his world could be some of them are enticing like the beautiful girl who wants
to teach ed about the wonders of the night some are disturbing and threatening some are
deadly and in search of prey what readers are saying about night in the lonesome october
this book is fantastic it had me gripped from beginning to end the storyline was superb with
twists and turns that keep you captivated this is an absolutely astounding book this displays
a natural talent at his best the way laymon writes is ingenious the best thing about this
novel was its atmosphere the feeling of being out on empty streets and the nefarious things
that may be lurking in the corners of any suburban town a night of terror awaits after
midnight is a thrilling horror novel from richard laymon in which a plucky heroine must use
every ounce of her ingenuity to survive perfect for fans of dean koontz and clive barker alice
enjoys house sitting for her friend she has the place to herself a huge tv a swimming pool
but one night just after midnight a man walks out of the woods and throws himself into the
pool alice knows about men so she fetches the civil war relic that hangs on the wall an old
cavalry sabre what readers are saying about after midnight laymon s books are either
brilliantly original or twisted journeys to a very dark place or perhaps both i loved this book
from the get go it had me gripped and i had it finished in two days flat it has turns and
twists that will blow your mind after midnight is undoubtedly laymon s best a plucky
schoolkid and a crazy killer do battle endless night is a terrifying journey into evil from
horror master richard laymon perfect for fans of stephen king and dean koontz this author
knows how to sock it to the reader the times jody fargo is sweet sixteen but tougher than
she looks she has to be she s sleeping over at a friend s when the killers break in they
slaughter the family but jody escapes rescuing twelve year old andy on the way simon quirt
doesn t seem the kind of fellow who would rape and murder in the dead of night but
together with his friends that s just what he does now simon is alone his task is to track
down the only eyewitnesses to the massacre and dispose of them simon just can t wait to get
his hands on jody what readers are saying about endless night endless night is one of
richard laymon s most gut wrenching and compulsive novels and is a must have for all
horror fans the narrative is unrelenting propelling you from page one into a terrifying roller
coaster ride this book is outstanding i m totally addicted to laymon s work but this is by far
the best i ve read utterly brilliant simply one of the best novels i ve ever read a freak
rainstorm results in carnage one rainy night is a spine chilling horror novel from the highly
acclaimed richard laymon perfect for fans of dean koontz and clive barker laymon is unique
a phenomenon a genius of the grisly and the grotesque joe citro the blood review the
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strange black rain falls like a shroud on the small town of bixby it comes down in torrents
warm and unnatural and as it falls the town changes one by one the inhabitants fall prey to
its horrifying effect one by one they become filled with hate and rage and the need to kill
formerly friendly neighbours turn to crazed maniacs a stranger at a gas station shoves a
nozzle down a customer s throat and pulls the trigger a soaking wet line of movie goers
smashes its way into the theatre to slaughter the people inside a loving wife attacks her
husband still beating his head against the floor long after he s dead as the rain falls blood
flows in the gutters and terror runs through the streets what readers are saying about one
rainy night the action does not stop for a second dragging you brutally along at a breakneck
pace do not start this book unless you have time to finish it now you will not want to put it
down laymon throws in a collection of colourful characters that are brought to vivid life with
their individual loveable and instantly identifiable traits the novel lasts for a total of 410
blood soaked pages of which all 410 of these will keep your heart racing as you sit there
perched on the edge of your seat richard laymon s the night show special definitive edition
features original wraparound cover artwork and five original interior illustrations by artist
malcolm mcclinton previously unpublished story notes by author richard laymon revenge is
sweet richard laymon writes another chilling horror novel in night show as the past catches
up with one ambitious young man perfect for fans of joe hill and dean koontz when he was
in high school tony johnson locked school beauty linda allison in a haunted house for the
night now he has moved to hollywood determined to break into horror movies and he s
forgotten all about her but linda is a girl with vengeance in her heart and she certainly hasn
t forgotten him what readers are saying about night show night show is an excellent
example of a work of horror it is frighteningly magnificent and is the sort of book that you
just can t put down what a fantastic book once you start reading you can t put it down five
stars night show when he was in high school tony johnson locked school beauty linda allison
in a haunted house for the night now he has moved to hollywood determined to break into
horror movies and he s forgotten all about her but linda is a girl with vengeance in her heart
and she certainly hasn t forgotten him allhallow s eve the sherwood house has been
deserted since the horrific killing of a local family in the sleepy town of ashburg when
invitations to a mysterious party to be held there are sent out nobody is particularly
surprised after all everyone wants to party in a house of death on allhallow s eve sixteen
year old jody and her best friend s 12 year old brother andy are the only two survivors when
a gang of killers breaks into andy s house and slaughters everyone now one of the killers is
out to eliminate the only living witnesses original endless night cop s daughter jody is
sleeping over at a friend s when the killers break in they slaughter the family but jody
escapes killing a man on the way out all rapist and murderer simon quist has to do now is
dispose of the one eyewitness to the massacre and he can t wait to get his hands on jody
with rich content that capturesÂ children s imaginations and built in reading and vocabulary
instruction your child will not only be learning he ll be preparing for success while learning
the responsibilities of citizenship at every grade level captivate your child with numerous
colorful visuals and activities that will engage their interest in social studies connect
experience understand connecting is all about activating prior knowledge and jumpstarting
yourÂ child s journey into social studies essential questions help students see the âeoebig
ideasâe theyâe tm re learning about and activate prior knowledge they allow students to
engage in an active discussion of what they already know about the topic but also encourage
them to think further scott foresman social studies offers a variety of ways for your child to
think critically about key concepts so they actively experience the world they live in
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developing true understanding means that students donâe tm t simply memorize facts dates
and places it means taking what theyâe tm ve learned and transferring that knowledge to
new content situations ideas and to their own lives the goal is to help students become
successful learners who will remember not only what they have learned but how to learn
more Â night in the lonesome october it s been a long summer for ed without holly but in
september holly doesn t return to campus ed receives a letter from her she has fallen in love
with someone else and won t be coming back heartbroken he leaves his apartment and
takes a walk but he s not the only one out on this october night there are others roaming the
streets lurking under bridges seeking prey no sanctuary rick would do anything for his
girlfriend he d even spent his vacation walking the trails around fern lake though after what
happened last time it s the one place in the world he d prefer not to go but rick and bert are
not the only ones heading to there gillian likes breaking into people s homes while they are
away and living there but this time she chances on the home of a serial killer horror story
for people with reading disabilities the glory bus one moment pamela is a contented newly
wed with a loving husband the next she s the prisoner of a repulsive killer who has lusted
after her since high school somehow college kid norman finds himself in a car with hell
raiser duke and a strange hyper sexed hitchhiker who tags along for the ride together the
lawless pair take him on a wild journey that soon becomes a living nightmare friday night in
beast house the last novel in the laymon s beast house series michael would do anything to
get a date with alison she has just one condition he has to spend a night with her in the
legendary beast house to michael a night alone with alison is a chance of a lifetime but if the
stories about the beast house are true it may also be a chance to die darkness tell us it
starts at an end of term party six college kids and a ouija board the board that professor
coreen dalton had hidden at the back of a cupboard and sworn never to touch again not
after jake s death and now here are these kids falling for the revelations of a spirit called
butler swallowing it s promise of a fortune hidden in the mountains not that corie believes
they would be stupid enough to head off in to the wilderness on the say so of a child s
plaything to embark on a two day hike into the unknown where any foul danger may lie in
wait to cut and slice and tear them limb from limb but then professor or not corie could be
wrong one rainy night the water drops like a shroud on the town of bixby warm viscous and
unnatural it coats the inhabitants in an unending torrent and turns them into crazy hate
filled maniacs a helpful stranger at a gas station shoves a petrol pump down a customer s
throat and squeezes the trigger a soaking wet queue of cinema goers smashes its way inside
the movie house to slice up the dry people within a loving wife attacks her husband
bouncing the back of his head on the marble floor until it sounds like sloppy wet meat the
night promises more than one encounter for sherry in come out tonight richard laymon
writes a chilling horror story full of suspense dark humour and a deadly killer perfect for
fans of stephen king and dean koontz a grisly cocktail of horror murder and mayhem laced
with laymon s distinct blend of black humour great stuff yorkshire evening press sherry s
getting nervous when duane left for the 24 hour speed d mart he said he d be back in ten
minutes but that was twenty minutes ago and that store isn t someplace you d generally
want to go at this time of night then sherry hears a noise from up the street it could have
been a car door slamming or a backfire but it sounded like a gunshot sherry tells herself she
has nothing to worry about still she puts on her clothes and heads out into the night she s
afraid of what she ll find but she has no idea of what s really in store for her if she did she
would never have left the safety of her home and she never would have met a madman
named toby bones what readers are saying about come out tonight it will have you gripped
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from start to finish and you won t want to put it down the excitement and tension is out of
this world sheer brilliance the way the story keeps twisting and turning kept me turning the
pages so fast i left scorch marks five stars everyone wants to party in a house of death
allhallow s eve is a spine chilling horror novel from richard laymon perfect for fans of
stephen king and dean koontz nothing unusual ever happens in ashburg until a local family
are horribly mutilated and left to die in their own home since that night the old sherwood
house has stood dark and abandoned a constant reminder of the horrific killings but when
mysterious invitations begin to arrive announcing a party to be held there nobody thinks it s
a joke after all on allhallow s eve everyone wants to party in a house of death what readers
are saying about allhallow s eve a fast paced gore filled taboo ridden storyline this book has
everything fear anticipation and an excellent ending one of the best books that richard
laymon has ever written trapped underground how will they escape midnight s lair is a
terrifying journey into evil by the highly acclaimed richard laymon perfect for fans of
stephen king and dean koontz mordocks s cave is one of the wonders of the world a place
where every year thousands of sightseers go deep beneath the earth s surface to marvel at
nature s handiwork but it s also home to things nature never intended violent evil things and
when a power failure traps a group of tourists underground the creatures emerge from the
darkness what readers are saying about midnight s lair written with laymon s usual fast
paced action packed no holds barred style of writing you ll find the novel difficult to put
down at any point with the next horrifying event just around the corner this is 253 pages of
pure splatterpunk heaven delivering classic laymon horror with a no holds barred approach
and a reflection of his truly twisted imagination absolutely great stuff the pace is frenetic
the characters are both endearing and repulsive and the gratuitous violence is almost non
stop never have i read a book that could leave me slack jawed with horror and something
akin to awe a date of a lifetime or a date with death friday night in beast house is the final
nightmare in the beast house chronicles by richard laymon a nightmare in which your worst
fears and darkest desires collide perfect for fans of clive barker and dean koontz the
legendary beast house once home to unspeakable acts of agony and murder is now a
decrepit tourist attraction where the curious go for cheap thrills and daily tours these days
few actually believe the stories of slaughter and sexual torture are true or that the beast
really exists but in the silence of the night the cellar door of beast house opens once again
mark and alison snuck into beast house after the tours were over for a midnight rendezvous
mark hopes to get lucky but alison seems more interested in the gruesome legends but if the
beast is only a legend who s responsible for the mutilated carcass of a dog outside and why
is the padlock missing from the cellar door will this be the date of a lifetime or a date with
death what readers are saying about friday night in beast house another brilliant book from
laymon that i absolutely could not put down i really enjoyed reading this book it was
suspenseful creepy and funny an impressive page turner don t go down to the lake where
the past and the present threaten to collide in richard laymon s riveting horror the lake a
mother and daughter are united in a nightmare of danger and terror perfect for fans of
stephen king and dean koontz white hot pacing with rivers of blood memorable evocation of
the fathomless mystery of the moonlit hours publishers weekly leigh is young rebellious and
beautiful and she yearns for a summer of excitement by the lake maybe she ll find it in the
arms of the handsome boy who rows her out to the abandoned beach house or maybe she ll
stumble into a legacy of terror which will shatter her life eighteen years on deana has no
knowledge of her mother s troubled past and not that much interest she just wants to make
out somewhere cool with her boyfriend to let her hair down and live a little if only living
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were that simple but that summer at the lake casts a long shadow and when the horrors of
the past meet the perils of the present both mother and daughter are plunged into a
nightmare of blood and terror from which there is no escape what readers are saying about
the lake this is a great book laymon is an excellent writer and knows just how to keep you
on tenterhooks engrossing from start to finish i couldn t wait to see what was coming next
five stars the strange occurrence squad or sos consisting of a cop a psychic and an expert
on everything weird make up the government s weapon against forces it can t or won t
explain investigate a vampire on the loose she thought he was offering her a chance of
escape she was wrong richard laymon s among the missing is a riveting horror novel full of
shocking revelations twists and turns perfect for fans of stephen king and clive barker
among the missing is strikingly different from the chilling opening we are plunged into a
disturbing world of twisted psychopathology the times at 2 32 in the morning a jaguar roars
along a lonely road high in the californian mountains behind the wheel sits a beautiful
woman wearing only a skimpy revealing nightgown she s left her husband behind she s after
a different kind of man someone as wild daring and passionate as herself the man she wants
is waiting for her with wild plans of his own the man waits patiently in the woods when the
woman stops to pick him up he suggests they go to the bend where the river widens and
there s a soft sandy beach with the stars overhead and moonlight on the water it s an ideal
place for love but there will be no love tonight in the morning a naked body will be found at
the bend a body missing more than its clothes and the man will be waiting for someone else
what readers are saying about among the missing throw in some dark humour and laymon s
assortment of oddball characters and the book delivers a nice chunk of escapism for a few
hours with some surprising plot twists without a doubt one of the most gripping stories he
has ever written a classic story of murder mayhem decapitation and double edged twists
that run the whole way through the suspense lurks beneath the surface until the final
hollywood style ending on a lonely road in the early morning hours a beautiful woman drives
a jaguar wearing only a skimpy nightgown she s left her husband in search of a man who is
as daring and passionate as herself the man stands in the woods waiting patiently to be
picked up but he has wild plans of his own for her and other women before long headless
bodies start appearing originally published as night visions 7 a jazz musician whose
powerful music just might wake the dead a sleepy wisconsin town harbors an evil that has
waited generations to exact its revenge a young couple struggles for survival amid the ruins
of civilization after a devastating biological world war a member of the clergy who gives a
whole new literal interpretation of the phrase eat of my flesh a demented babysitter is
taught a grizzly lesson by the children she torments night visions at the crossroad presents
eight tales of horror and dark fantasy by richard laymon chet williamson and gary brandner
prepare to enter a world where your darkest nightmare can become a chilling reality a
world of night visions stories included in this collection mop up by richard laymon wishbone
by richard laymon bad news by richard laymon madman stan by richard laymon blue notes
by chet williamson the confessions of st james by chet williamson assurances of the self
extinction of man by chet williamson damntown by gary brandner wie böse deine fantasie
auch sein mag die von richard laymon ist schlimmer tony hält es für eine ziemlich coole idee
seine schulkameradin linda eine nacht lang in einer alten villa in der es angeblich spuken
soll einzuschliessen welche todesängste die hübsche cheerleaderin in den folgenden
stunden aussteht ahnt er nicht als er nach dem high school abschluss nach hollywood zieht
um bei der königin der horrorfilm spezialeffekte dani larson als lehrling anzuheuern hat er
den vorfall längst verdrängt linda dagegen wird für den rest ihres lebens nicht vergessen
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können was damals passiert ist und schmiedet grausame rachepläne gegen die selbst der
schlimmste splatterstreifen harmlos ist dean koontz laymon treibt es immer auf die spitze
keiner schreibt wie er und seine bücher bereiten immer wieder grosses lesevergnügen
stephen king wer sich laymon entgehen lässt verpasst einen hochgenuss no one s safe at
fern lake richard laymon s no sanctuary is a gripping and chilling horror novel of three
hikers finding more than they bargained for in the wilderness perfect for fans of stephen
king and joe hill rick would do anything for his girlfriend bert he d even spend his vacation
in the wilderness walking the trails around fern lake after what happened last time it s the
one place in the world he d prefer not to go but bert is a woman with a passion for the
outdoors and a passion for other things too rick would follow her to hell and back which is
what he s about to do gillian is off on vacation too only her idea of a holiday is a little weird
she likes breaking into people s homes while they are away and living there pity that this
time she chances on the home of a serial killer the kind of guy who likes to take his female
victims out into the wilderness for his fun rick and bert are not the only ones heading to fern
lake what readers are saying about no sanctuary wow talk about gripping two stories that
end up crashing together spectacularly no sanctuary has so many twists and turns that it
will hold your interest throughout just when you think i know what s coming next something
completely different happens the way these two stories come together is magic good old
fashioned gory horror with just the right mix of humour and adventure an innocent woman
or a vampire the stake is a spine chilling tale of horror by richard laymon perfect for fans of
stephen king and clive barker laymon uses a typewriter ribbon soaked in cold blood burt
hirschfeld in an abandoned hotel in a californian ghost town horror writer larry dunbar and
his friends make a chilling discovery by chance they stumble on a coffin hidden under the
stairs within lies the corpse of a naked female with a stake through its heart was she the
innocent victim of a gruesome murder or was she a vampire there s only one way for larry to
solve the mystery he must pull out the stake what readers are saying about the stake a
totally brilliant and vibrant read the storyline was always nail biting the characters are
richly developed and the story is a real page turner so much so you end up hoping you never
reach the end richard laymon is the king of horror mark and alison have their first date at
beast house after hours everyone has a price in the dark is an unforgettably gruesome
horror novel by richard laymon perfect for fans of stephen king and joe hill laymon is one of
those rare plotting geniuses who can out think and out thrill anybody on the block hellnotes
nothing much happens in donnerville at least not to the young librarian jane kerry then one
day jane finds an envelope containing a fifty dollar bill and a note instructing her to look
homeward angel jane pulls a copy of the thomas wolfe novel of that title off the shelf and
finds a second envelope this one contains a hundred dollar bill and another clue like the first
it s signed mog master of games the game has begun but this is no ordinary game as it goes
on it requires more and more of jane s strength and ingenuity it pushes her into actions that
she knows are crazy immoral or criminal and it becomes continually more dangerous more
than once jane has to fight for her life but she soon learns she can t quit this game mog won
t let her she ll have to play to the bitter end what readers are saying about in the dark i
couldn t stop reading i turned the pages so fast i thought the book would catch fire this is
one of my favourite laymon novels it is quirky and irreverent outstanding edge of your seat
horror novel from start to finish loved it one eventful night will change the lives of three
friends forever the travelling vampire show is one of richard laymon s best loved
masterpieces an evocative nostalgic trip back to a time when innocence comes face to face
with life s darker forces perfect for fans of stephen king and dean koontz this gloriously
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inventive piece is probably laymon s best book yet the prose here is rich and inventive the
atmosphere and scene setting handled with real aplomb news international it s a hot august
morning in 1963 all over the rural town of grandville tacked to power poles and trees taped
to store windows flyers have appeared announcing the one night only performance of the
travelling vampire show the promised highlight of the show is the gorgeous valeria the only
living vampire in captivity for three local teenagers two boys and a girl this is a show they
can t miss even though the flyers say no one under eighteen will be admitted they re
determined to find a way what follows is a story of friendship and courage temptation and
terror when three friends go where they shouldn t go and find much more than they ever
expected what readers are saying about the travelling vampire show the final scenes are
filled with excitement and were enough to keep me awake until i d finished the story i don t
think i could have put it down until i d found out what happened and what was going on just
when you think that you have the storyline figured out it twists and hurtles into a surprise
ending expertly written great dialogue keeps you engrossed to the end a series of weird
experiments at some secret laboratories unleash terrors on an unsuspecting world the
terrifying novel beware by richard laymon is a masterclass in gore horror and terror perfect
for fans of stephen king and clive barker the supermarket shouldn t have been shut it wasn t
normal for elsie to quit early but then it wasn t normal for a meat cleaver to fly through the
air by itself or for a guard dog locked in overnight to end up as hamburger meat or for elsie
herself to feature on the butcher s slab neatly wrapped and jointed there s weird things
happening in the town of oasis and certain folks like hotshot local reporter lacey allen had
better beware what readers are saying about beware another excellent book by laymon just
when you think you have got it sussed he surprises you again if you want on the edge of
your seat excitement then don t miss this he is descriptive and exciting and wastes no time
getting to the point if you want a no nonsense straight to the point blood curdling horror
read laymon i love this book mystery witchcraft murder intrigue brilliant horrific events
have made the beast house infamous do you dare to enter for the first time in one edition
read all four of richard laymon s terrifying gruesome and acclaimed beast house horror
novels the deeper you go into the beast house the darker the nightmares become if you have
nerves of steel and are looking for excitement and adventure why not take the tour but don t
even think about going into the cellar what readers are saying about the beast house
chronicles dark disturbing and completely unforgiving just how horror should be a tale of
bizarre almost comic book like tongue in cheek horror the best book i have read in such a
long time an ouija board s messages lead to danger suspense and death darkness tell us is a
gruesome horror novel from the hugely popular richard laymon in the bestselling tradition
of dean koontz and stephen king at a party six college kids play with an ouija board that
same one that professor dalton swore never to touch again not after jake s death and now a
spirit is telling the students about a vast fortune hidden in the mountains but surely they
won t be stupid enough to head off into the wilderness on the say so of a toy would they
what readers are saying about darkness tell us this book was a brilliant addictive and fast
paced read i was completely hooked by the plot which instantly grabbed my attention this
book really catches your attention and if you love horror seduction and suspense mixed
together with a twist you really will love this book when i was reading this book i was
completely drawn in by the story the twists the adventure everything flesh no one in town
has ever seen anything like it a slimy mobile tube of glistening yellow flesh with dull staring
eyes and an obscene probing mouth but the real horror is not what it looks like or what it
does when it invades your flesh but what it makes you do to others an old acquaintance has
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deadly intentions resurrection dreams is a terrifying novel of small town america and a
recently released madman from much loved horror writer richard laymon perfect for fans of
stephen king and dean koontz melvin was definitely the biggest creep in ellsworth high and
the other kids mercilessly taunted him for his odd looks and weird behaviour vicki was the
only one to stand up for him and show him any kindness but even she had to admit he d
gone too far when he dug up the body of the school s recently deceased blonde sex bomb
darlene and publicly attempted to bring her back to life with the aid of a car battery year
later vicki still has nightmares about melvin and his stomach churning joke and when she
returns to ellsworth to work in a local medical practice she knows she s going to have to see
him again for melvin recently released from a mental institution is back in town and weirder
than ever melvin hasn t forgotten vicki either nor has he given up trying to bring the dead
back to life in fact his experiments have been progressing rather well and as soon as he can
get vicki or rather her body where he wants her he can begin to realise his wildest dream of
all what readers are saying about resurrection dreams the unbelievable becomes believable
richard laymon is the best horror writer about absolutely loved it five stars step right up to
the land of fun funland is another classic horror story from the master of the macabre
richard laymon perfect for fans of dean koontz and clive barker laymon s at the top of his
form in funland his deceptively simple prose becoming by turns humorous horrific
stunningly erotic the funhouse climax is not to be missed this novel belongs on every serious
horror fanatic s bookshelf the new york review of science fiction the funland amusement
park provides more fear than fun these days a vicious pack known as the trolls are preying
on anyone foolish enough to be alone at night folks in the area blame them for the recent
mysterious disappearances and a gang of local teenagers have decided to fight back but
nothing is ever what it seems in an amusement park behind the garish paint and bright
lights waits a horror far worse than anything found in the freak show step right up the
terror is about to begin what readers are saying about funland this book is one of richard
laymon s best ever with a fantastic twist at the end and non stop heart pounding action
throughout the whole novel he creates a wonderful sense of atmosphere and wonderful
colourful characters which make this novel an excellent read with a dramatic twist at the
climax you will be gripping the pages with both hands with coming of age drama love
relationships and mysterious disappearances all coming together at the end to form a
terrifying conclusion that comes from nowhere excellent don t even think about going into
the cellar the first gripping title in richard laymon s acclaimed beast house chronicles
perfect for fans of stephen king and dean koontz the cellar is a genuine cult classic i should
know i m one of the cultists bentley little they call it beast house tourists flock to see it lured
by its history of butchery and sadistic sexual enslavement they enter armed with cameras
and camcorders but many never return the men are slaughtered quickly the women have a
far worse fate in store but the worst part of the house is what lies beneath it behind the
cellar door down the creaky steps waits a creature of pure evil at night when the house is
dark and all is quiet the beast comes out awakened by an early morning phone call donna
found out that her ex husband roy has been released from prison she immediately dragged
her twelve year old daughter out of bed and together they hit the road fast the last she
wants is for roy to get his hands on them again but in fleeing one danger donna and her
daughter are unknowingly heading straight towards another they re heading towards beast
house what readers are saying about the cellar excellent gripping tale very hard to put
down a tale of bizarre almost comic book like tongue in cheek horror the best book i have
read in such a long time in this sequel to the cult classic live girls the vampires won t rest
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until they exact revenge against the people who attacked them and drove them from their
home rgarton never fails to go for the throat s richard laymon original
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Night in the Lonesome October 2012-05-10
what lurks in the shadows a haunting novel of love loss and flesh eating trolls from the
undisputed master of the macabre richard laymon perfect for fans of dean koontz and clive
barker one of the eeriest and one of the most immediate horror novels of recent decades
publishers weekly everything changed for ed that day in the fall semester when he got a
letter from holly the girl he loved dear ed it began i will always cherish the times we had
holly was in love with someone else it was as if his whole world had changed in a second
that night heartbroken and half mad with despair ed couldn t sleep so he decided to go for a
walk but it s a dark scary night in the lonesome october and ed is not alone there are others
out there in the night roaming the streets lurking in the darkness wanting to show ed just
how different his world could be some of them are enticing like the beautiful girl who wants
to teach ed about the wonders of the night some are disturbing and threatening some are
deadly and in search of prey what readers are saying about night in the lonesome october
this book is fantastic it had me gripped from beginning to end the storyline was superb with
twists and turns that keep you captivated this is an absolutely astounding book this displays
a natural talent at his best the way laymon writes is ingenious the best thing about this
novel was its atmosphere the feeling of being out on empty streets and the nefarious things
that may be lurking in the corners of any suburban town

After Midnight 2012-04-12
a night of terror awaits after midnight is a thrilling horror novel from richard laymon in
which a plucky heroine must use every ounce of her ingenuity to survive perfect for fans of
dean koontz and clive barker alice enjoys house sitting for her friend she has the place to
herself a huge tv a swimming pool but one night just after midnight a man walks out of the
woods and throws himself into the pool alice knows about men so she fetches the civil war
relic that hangs on the wall an old cavalry sabre what readers are saying about after
midnight laymon s books are either brilliantly original or twisted journeys to a very dark
place or perhaps both i loved this book from the get go it had me gripped and i had it
finished in two days flat it has turns and twists that will blow your mind after midnight is
undoubtedly laymon s best

Endless Night 2012-05-10
a plucky schoolkid and a crazy killer do battle endless night is a terrifying journey into evil
from horror master richard laymon perfect for fans of stephen king and dean koontz this
author knows how to sock it to the reader the times jody fargo is sweet sixteen but tougher
than she looks she has to be she s sleeping over at a friend s when the killers break in they
slaughter the family but jody escapes rescuing twelve year old andy on the way simon quirt
doesn t seem the kind of fellow who would rape and murder in the dead of night but
together with his friends that s just what he does now simon is alone his task is to track
down the only eyewitnesses to the massacre and dispose of them simon just can t wait to get
his hands on jody what readers are saying about endless night endless night is one of
richard laymon s most gut wrenching and compulsive novels and is a must have for all
horror fans the narrative is unrelenting propelling you from page one into a terrifying roller
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coaster ride this book is outstanding i m totally addicted to laymon s work but this is by far
the best i ve read utterly brilliant simply one of the best novels i ve ever read

One Rainy Night 2012-04-12
a freak rainstorm results in carnage one rainy night is a spine chilling horror novel from the
highly acclaimed richard laymon perfect for fans of dean koontz and clive barker laymon is
unique a phenomenon a genius of the grisly and the grotesque joe citro the blood review the
strange black rain falls like a shroud on the small town of bixby it comes down in torrents
warm and unnatural and as it falls the town changes one by one the inhabitants fall prey to
its horrifying effect one by one they become filled with hate and rage and the need to kill
formerly friendly neighbours turn to crazed maniacs a stranger at a gas station shoves a
nozzle down a customer s throat and pulls the trigger a soaking wet line of movie goers
smashes its way into the theatre to slaughter the people inside a loving wife attacks her
husband still beating his head against the floor long after he s dead as the rain falls blood
flows in the gutters and terror runs through the streets what readers are saying about one
rainy night the action does not stop for a second dragging you brutally along at a breakneck
pace do not start this book unless you have time to finish it now you will not want to put it
down laymon throws in a collection of colourful characters that are brought to vivid life with
their individual loveable and instantly identifiable traits the novel lasts for a total of 410
blood soaked pages of which all 410 of these will keep your heart racing as you sit there
perched on the edge of your seat

Richard Laymon's Night Show 2018-12-20
richard laymon s the night show special definitive edition features original wraparound
cover artwork and five original interior illustrations by artist malcolm mcclinton previously
unpublished story notes by author richard laymon

Richard Laymon's Night Show Special Definitive
Edition 2015-04-21
revenge is sweet richard laymon writes another chilling horror novel in night show as the
past catches up with one ambitious young man perfect for fans of joe hill and dean koontz
when he was in high school tony johnson locked school beauty linda allison in a haunted
house for the night now he has moved to hollywood determined to break into horror movies
and he s forgotten all about her but linda is a girl with vengeance in her heart and she
certainly hasn t forgotten him what readers are saying about night show night show is an
excellent example of a work of horror it is frighteningly magnificent and is the sort of book
that you just can t put down what a fantastic book once you start reading you can t put it
down five stars

Night Show 2012-05-10
night show when he was in high school tony johnson locked school beauty linda allison in a
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haunted house for the night now he has moved to hollywood determined to break into
horror movies and he s forgotten all about her but linda is a girl with vengeance in her heart
and she certainly hasn t forgotten him allhallow s eve the sherwood house has been
deserted since the horrific killing of a local family in the sleepy town of ashburg when
invitations to a mysterious party to be held there are sent out nobody is particularly
surprised after all everyone wants to party in a house of death on allhallow s eve

Night Show Allhallow's Eve 2006
sixteen year old jody and her best friend s 12 year old brother andy are the only two
survivors when a gang of killers breaks into andy s house and slaughters everyone now one
of the killers is out to eliminate the only living witnesses original

Endless Night 2014-03-31
endless night cop s daughter jody is sleeping over at a friend s when the killers break in
they slaughter the family but jody escapes killing a man on the way out all rapist and
murderer simon quist has to do now is dispose of the one eyewitness to the massacre and he
can t wait to get his hands on jody

The Richard Laymon Collection 2006
with rich content that capturesÂ children s imaginations and built in reading and vocabulary
instruction your child will not only be learning he ll be preparing for success while learning
the responsibilities of citizenship at every grade level captivate your child with numerous
colorful visuals and activities that will engage their interest in social studies connect
experience understand connecting is all about activating prior knowledge and jumpstarting
yourÂ child s journey into social studies essential questions help students see the âeoebig
ideasâe theyâe tm re learning about and activate prior knowledge they allow students to
engage in an active discussion of what they already know about the topic but also encourage
them to think further scott foresman social studies offers a variety of ways for your child to
think critically about key concepts so they actively experience the world they live in
developing true understanding means that students donâe tm t simply memorize facts dates
and places it means taking what theyâe tm ve learned and transferring that knowledge to
new content situations ideas and to their own lives the goal is to help students become
successful learners who will remember not only what they have learned but how to learn
more Â

Night Ride 2003-08-01
night in the lonesome october it s been a long summer for ed without holly but in september
holly doesn t return to campus ed receives a letter from her she has fallen in love with
someone else and won t be coming back heartbroken he leaves his apartment and takes a
walk but he s not the only one out on this october night there are others roaming the streets
lurking under bridges seeking prey no sanctuary rick would do anything for his girlfriend he
d even spent his vacation walking the trails around fern lake though after what happened
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last time it s the one place in the world he d prefer not to go but rick and bert are not the
only ones heading to there gillian likes breaking into people s homes while they are away
and living there but this time she chances on the home of a serial killer

The Richard Laymon Collection 2007
horror story for people with reading disabilities

Night Games 1985
the glory bus one moment pamela is a contented newly wed with a loving husband the next
she s the prisoner of a repulsive killer who has lusted after her since high school somehow
college kid norman finds himself in a car with hell raiser duke and a strange hyper sexed
hitchhiker who tags along for the ride together the lawless pair take him on a wild journey
that soon becomes a living nightmare friday night in beast house the last novel in the
laymon s beast house series michael would do anything to get a date with alison she has just
one condition he has to spend a night with her in the legendary beast house to michael a
night alone with alison is a chance of a lifetime but if the stories about the beast house are
true it may also be a chance to die

The Glory Bus 2008
darkness tell us it starts at an end of term party six college kids and a ouija board the board
that professor coreen dalton had hidden at the back of a cupboard and sworn never to touch
again not after jake s death and now here are these kids falling for the revelations of a spirit
called butler swallowing it s promise of a fortune hidden in the mountains not that corie
believes they would be stupid enough to head off in to the wilderness on the say so of a child
s plaything to embark on a two day hike into the unknown where any foul danger may lie in
wait to cut and slice and tear them limb from limb but then professor or not corie could be
wrong one rainy night the water drops like a shroud on the town of bixby warm viscous and
unnatural it coats the inhabitants in an unending torrent and turns them into crazy hate
filled maniacs a helpful stranger at a gas station shoves a petrol pump down a customer s
throat and squeezes the trigger a soaking wet queue of cinema goers smashes its way inside
the movie house to slice up the dry people within a loving wife attacks her husband
bouncing the back of his head on the marble floor until it sounds like sloppy wet meat

The Richard Laymon Collection 2006
the night promises more than one encounter for sherry in come out tonight richard laymon
writes a chilling horror story full of suspense dark humour and a deadly killer perfect for
fans of stephen king and dean koontz a grisly cocktail of horror murder and mayhem laced
with laymon s distinct blend of black humour great stuff yorkshire evening press sherry s
getting nervous when duane left for the 24 hour speed d mart he said he d be back in ten
minutes but that was twenty minutes ago and that store isn t someplace you d generally
want to go at this time of night then sherry hears a noise from up the street it could have
been a car door slamming or a backfire but it sounded like a gunshot sherry tells herself she
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has nothing to worry about still she puts on her clothes and heads out into the night she s
afraid of what she ll find but she has no idea of what s really in store for her if she did she
would never have left the safety of her home and she never would have met a madman
named toby bones what readers are saying about come out tonight it will have you gripped
from start to finish and you won t want to put it down the excitement and tension is out of
this world sheer brilliance the way the story keeps twisting and turning kept me turning the
pages so fast i left scorch marks five stars

Night Show 2006
everyone wants to party in a house of death allhallow s eve is a spine chilling horror novel
from richard laymon perfect for fans of stephen king and dean koontz nothing unusual ever
happens in ashburg until a local family are horribly mutilated and left to die in their own
home since that night the old sherwood house has stood dark and abandoned a constant
reminder of the horrific killings but when mysterious invitations begin to arrive announcing
a party to be held there nobody thinks it s a joke after all on allhallow s eve everyone wants
to party in a house of death what readers are saying about allhallow s eve a fast paced gore
filled taboo ridden storyline this book has everything fear anticipation and an excellent
ending one of the best books that richard laymon has ever written

Come Out Tonight 2012-06-07
trapped underground how will they escape midnight s lair is a terrifying journey into evil by
the highly acclaimed richard laymon perfect for fans of stephen king and dean koontz
mordocks s cave is one of the wonders of the world a place where every year thousands of
sightseers go deep beneath the earth s surface to marvel at nature s handiwork but it s also
home to things nature never intended violent evil things and when a power failure traps a
group of tourists underground the creatures emerge from the darkness what readers are
saying about midnight s lair written with laymon s usual fast paced action packed no holds
barred style of writing you ll find the novel difficult to put down at any point with the next
horrifying event just around the corner this is 253 pages of pure splatterpunk heaven
delivering classic laymon horror with a no holds barred approach and a reflection of his
truly twisted imagination absolutely great stuff the pace is frenetic the characters are both
endearing and repulsive and the gratuitous violence is almost non stop never have i read a
book that could leave me slack jawed with horror and something akin to awe

Allhallow's Eve 2012-05-10
a date of a lifetime or a date with death friday night in beast house is the final nightmare in
the beast house chronicles by richard laymon a nightmare in which your worst fears and
darkest desires collide perfect for fans of clive barker and dean koontz the legendary beast
house once home to unspeakable acts of agony and murder is now a decrepit tourist
attraction where the curious go for cheap thrills and daily tours these days few actually
believe the stories of slaughter and sexual torture are true or that the beast really exists but
in the silence of the night the cellar door of beast house opens once again mark and alison
snuck into beast house after the tours were over for a midnight rendezvous mark hopes to
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get lucky but alison seems more interested in the gruesome legends but if the beast is only a
legend who s responsible for the mutilated carcass of a dog outside and why is the padlock
missing from the cellar door will this be the date of a lifetime or a date with death what
readers are saying about friday night in beast house another brilliant book from laymon that
i absolutely could not put down i really enjoyed reading this book it was suspenseful creepy
and funny an impressive page turner

Midnight's Lair 2012-05-10
don t go down to the lake where the past and the present threaten to collide in richard
laymon s riveting horror the lake a mother and daughter are united in a nightmare of
danger and terror perfect for fans of stephen king and dean koontz white hot pacing with
rivers of blood memorable evocation of the fathomless mystery of the moonlit hours
publishers weekly leigh is young rebellious and beautiful and she yearns for a summer of
excitement by the lake maybe she ll find it in the arms of the handsome boy who rows her
out to the abandoned beach house or maybe she ll stumble into a legacy of terror which will
shatter her life eighteen years on deana has no knowledge of her mother s troubled past and
not that much interest she just wants to make out somewhere cool with her boyfriend to let
her hair down and live a little if only living were that simple but that summer at the lake
casts a long shadow and when the horrors of the past meet the perils of the present both
mother and daughter are plunged into a nightmare of blood and terror from which there is
no escape what readers are saying about the lake this is a great book laymon is an excellent
writer and knows just how to keep you on tenterhooks engrossing from start to finish i
couldn t wait to see what was coming next five stars

Friday Night in Beast House (Beast House Chronicles,
Book 4) 2012-04-12
the strange occurrence squad or sos consisting of a cop a psychic and an expert on
everything weird make up the government s weapon against forces it can t or won t explain
investigate a vampire on the loose

The Lake 2012-06-07
she thought he was offering her a chance of escape she was wrong richard laymon s among
the missing is a riveting horror novel full of shocking revelations twists and turns perfect for
fans of stephen king and clive barker among the missing is strikingly different from the
chilling opening we are plunged into a disturbing world of twisted psychopathology the
times at 2 32 in the morning a jaguar roars along a lonely road high in the californian
mountains behind the wheel sits a beautiful woman wearing only a skimpy revealing
nightgown she s left her husband behind she s after a different kind of man someone as wild
daring and passionate as herself the man she wants is waiting for her with wild plans of his
own the man waits patiently in the woods when the woman stops to pick him up he suggests
they go to the bend where the river widens and there s a soft sandy beach with the stars
overhead and moonlight on the water it s an ideal place for love but there will be no love
tonight in the morning a naked body will be found at the bend a body missing more than its
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clothes and the man will be waiting for someone else what readers are saying about among
the missing throw in some dark humour and laymon s assortment of oddball characters and
the book delivers a nice chunk of escapism for a few hours with some surprising plot twists
without a doubt one of the most gripping stories he has ever written a classic story of
murder mayhem decapitation and double edged twists that run the whole way through the
suspense lurks beneath the surface until the final hollywood style ending

The Night Creature 1986
on a lonely road in the early morning hours a beautiful woman drives a jaguar wearing only
a skimpy nightgown she s left her husband in search of a man who is as daring and
passionate as herself the man stands in the woods waiting patiently to be picked up but he
has wild plans of his own for her and other women before long headless bodies start
appearing

Among the Missing 2012-05-10
originally published as night visions 7 a jazz musician whose powerful music just might
wake the dead a sleepy wisconsin town harbors an evil that has waited generations to exact
its revenge a young couple struggles for survival amid the ruins of civilization after a
devastating biological world war a member of the clergy who gives a whole new literal
interpretation of the phrase eat of my flesh a demented babysitter is taught a grizzly lesson
by the children she torments night visions at the crossroad presents eight tales of horror
and dark fantasy by richard laymon chet williamson and gary brandner prepare to enter a
world where your darkest nightmare can become a chilling reality a world of night visions
stories included in this collection mop up by richard laymon wishbone by richard laymon
bad news by richard laymon madman stan by richard laymon blue notes by chet williamson
the confessions of st james by chet williamson assurances of the self extinction of man by
chet williamson damntown by gary brandner

The Richard Laymon Collection 2007
wie böse deine fantasie auch sein mag die von richard laymon ist schlimmer tony hält es für
eine ziemlich coole idee seine schulkameradin linda eine nacht lang in einer alten villa in
der es angeblich spuken soll einzuschliessen welche todesängste die hübsche cheerleaderin
in den folgenden stunden aussteht ahnt er nicht als er nach dem high school abschluss nach
hollywood zieht um bei der königin der horrorfilm spezialeffekte dani larson als lehrling
anzuheuern hat er den vorfall längst verdrängt linda dagegen wird für den rest ihres lebens
nicht vergessen können was damals passiert ist und schmiedet grausame rachepläne gegen
die selbst der schlimmste splatterstreifen harmlos ist dean koontz laymon treibt es immer
auf die spitze keiner schreibt wie er und seine bücher bereiten immer wieder grosses
lesevergnügen stephen king wer sich laymon entgehen lässt verpasst einen hochgenuss
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Night Visions: At the Crossroad 2020-06-25
no one s safe at fern lake richard laymon s no sanctuary is a gripping and chilling horror
novel of three hikers finding more than they bargained for in the wilderness perfect for fans
of stephen king and joe hill rick would do anything for his girlfriend bert he d even spend
his vacation in the wilderness walking the trails around fern lake after what happened last
time it s the one place in the world he d prefer not to go but bert is a woman with a passion
for the outdoors and a passion for other things too rick would follow her to hell and back
which is what he s about to do gillian is off on vacation too only her idea of a holiday is a
little weird she likes breaking into people s homes while they are away and living there pity
that this time she chances on the home of a serial killer the kind of guy who likes to take his
female victims out into the wilderness for his fun rick and bert are not the only ones heading
to fern lake what readers are saying about no sanctuary wow talk about gripping two stories
that end up crashing together spectacularly no sanctuary has so many twists and turns that
it will hold your interest throughout just when you think i know what s coming next
something completely different happens the way these two stories come together is magic
good old fashioned gory horror with just the right mix of humour and adventure

Night Show 2012
an innocent woman or a vampire the stake is a spine chilling tale of horror by richard
laymon perfect for fans of stephen king and clive barker laymon uses a typewriter ribbon
soaked in cold blood burt hirschfeld in an abandoned hotel in a californian ghost town
horror writer larry dunbar and his friends make a chilling discovery by chance they stumble
on a coffin hidden under the stairs within lies the corpse of a naked female with a stake
through its heart was she the innocent victim of a gruesome murder or was she a vampire
there s only one way for larry to solve the mystery he must pull out the stake what readers
are saying about the stake a totally brilliant and vibrant read the storyline was always nail
biting the characters are richly developed and the story is a real page turner so much so you
end up hoping you never reach the end richard laymon is the king of horror

No Sanctuary 2012-05-10
mark and alison have their first date at beast house after hours

The Stake 2012-05-10
everyone has a price in the dark is an unforgettably gruesome horror novel by richard
laymon perfect for fans of stephen king and joe hill laymon is one of those rare plotting
geniuses who can out think and out thrill anybody on the block hellnotes nothing much
happens in donnerville at least not to the young librarian jane kerry then one day jane finds
an envelope containing a fifty dollar bill and a note instructing her to look homeward angel
jane pulls a copy of the thomas wolfe novel of that title off the shelf and finds a second
envelope this one contains a hundred dollar bill and another clue like the first it s signed
mog master of games the game has begun but this is no ordinary game as it goes on it
requires more and more of jane s strength and ingenuity it pushes her into actions that she
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knows are crazy immoral or criminal and it becomes continually more dangerous more than
once jane has to fight for her life but she soon learns she can t quit this game mog won t let
her she ll have to play to the bitter end what readers are saying about in the dark i couldn t
stop reading i turned the pages so fast i thought the book would catch fire this is one of my
favourite laymon novels it is quirky and irreverent outstanding edge of your seat horror
novel from start to finish loved it

Friday Night in Beast House 2001
one eventful night will change the lives of three friends forever the travelling vampire show
is one of richard laymon s best loved masterpieces an evocative nostalgic trip back to a time
when innocence comes face to face with life s darker forces perfect for fans of stephen king
and dean koontz this gloriously inventive piece is probably laymon s best book yet the prose
here is rich and inventive the atmosphere and scene setting handled with real aplomb news
international it s a hot august morning in 1963 all over the rural town of grandville tacked
to power poles and trees taped to store windows flyers have appeared announcing the one
night only performance of the travelling vampire show the promised highlight of the show is
the gorgeous valeria the only living vampire in captivity for three local teenagers two boys
and a girl this is a show they can t miss even though the flyers say no one under eighteen
will be admitted they re determined to find a way what follows is a story of friendship and
courage temptation and terror when three friends go where they shouldn t go and find much
more than they ever expected what readers are saying about the travelling vampire show
the final scenes are filled with excitement and were enough to keep me awake until i d
finished the story i don t think i could have put it down until i d found out what happened
and what was going on just when you think that you have the storyline figured out it twists
and hurtles into a surprise ending expertly written great dialogue keeps you engrossed to
the end

In the Dark 2012-06-07
a series of weird experiments at some secret laboratories unleash terrors on an
unsuspecting world the terrifying novel beware by richard laymon is a masterclass in gore
horror and terror perfect for fans of stephen king and clive barker the supermarket shouldn
t have been shut it wasn t normal for elsie to quit early but then it wasn t normal for a meat
cleaver to fly through the air by itself or for a guard dog locked in overnight to end up as
hamburger meat or for elsie herself to feature on the butcher s slab neatly wrapped and
jointed there s weird things happening in the town of oasis and certain folks like hotshot
local reporter lacey allen had better beware what readers are saying about beware another
excellent book by laymon just when you think you have got it sussed he surprises you again
if you want on the edge of your seat excitement then don t miss this he is descriptive and
exciting and wastes no time getting to the point if you want a no nonsense straight to the
point blood curdling horror read laymon i love this book mystery witchcraft murder intrigue
brilliant
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The Travelling Vampire Show 2012-05-10
horrific events have made the beast house infamous do you dare to enter for the first time in
one edition read all four of richard laymon s terrifying gruesome and acclaimed beast house
horror novels the deeper you go into the beast house the darker the nightmares become if
you have nerves of steel and are looking for excitement and adventure why not take the tour
but don t even think about going into the cellar what readers are saying about the beast
house chronicles dark disturbing and completely unforgiving just how horror should be a
tale of bizarre almost comic book like tongue in cheek horror the best book i have read in
such a long time

Beware! 2012-05-10
an ouija board s messages lead to danger suspense and death darkness tell us is a gruesome
horror novel from the hugely popular richard laymon in the bestselling tradition of dean
koontz and stephen king at a party six college kids play with an ouija board that same one
that professor dalton swore never to touch again not after jake s death and now a spirit is
telling the students about a vast fortune hidden in the mountains but surely they won t be
stupid enough to head off into the wilderness on the say so of a toy would they what readers
are saying about darkness tell us this book was a brilliant addictive and fast paced read i
was completely hooked by the plot which instantly grabbed my attention this book really
catches your attention and if you love horror seduction and suspense mixed together with a
twist you really will love this book when i was reading this book i was completely drawn in
by the story the twists the adventure everything

The Complete Beast House Chronicles 2012-04-12
flesh no one in town has ever seen anything like it a slimy mobile tube of glistening yellow
flesh with dull staring eyes and an obscene probing mouth but the real horror is not what it
looks like or what it does when it invades your flesh but what it makes you do to others

Darkness, Tell Us 2012-05-10
an old acquaintance has deadly intentions resurrection dreams is a terrifying novel of small
town america and a recently released madman from much loved horror writer richard
laymon perfect for fans of stephen king and dean koontz melvin was definitely the biggest
creep in ellsworth high and the other kids mercilessly taunted him for his odd looks and
weird behaviour vicki was the only one to stand up for him and show him any kindness but
even she had to admit he d gone too far when he dug up the body of the school s recently
deceased blonde sex bomb darlene and publicly attempted to bring her back to life with the
aid of a car battery year later vicki still has nightmares about melvin and his stomach
churning joke and when she returns to ellsworth to work in a local medical practice she
knows she s going to have to see him again for melvin recently released from a mental
institution is back in town and weirder than ever melvin hasn t forgotten vicki either nor has
he given up trying to bring the dead back to life in fact his experiments have been
progressing rather well and as soon as he can get vicki or rather her body where he wants
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her he can begin to realise his wildest dream of all what readers are saying about
resurrection dreams the unbelievable becomes believable richard laymon is the best horror
writer about absolutely loved it five stars

Flesh 2006
step right up to the land of fun funland is another classic horror story from the master of the
macabre richard laymon perfect for fans of dean koontz and clive barker laymon s at the top
of his form in funland his deceptively simple prose becoming by turns humorous horrific
stunningly erotic the funhouse climax is not to be missed this novel belongs on every serious
horror fanatic s bookshelf the new york review of science fiction the funland amusement
park provides more fear than fun these days a vicious pack known as the trolls are preying
on anyone foolish enough to be alone at night folks in the area blame them for the recent
mysterious disappearances and a gang of local teenagers have decided to fight back but
nothing is ever what it seems in an amusement park behind the garish paint and bright
lights waits a horror far worse than anything found in the freak show step right up the
terror is about to begin what readers are saying about funland this book is one of richard
laymon s best ever with a fantastic twist at the end and non stop heart pounding action
throughout the whole novel he creates a wonderful sense of atmosphere and wonderful
colourful characters which make this novel an excellent read with a dramatic twist at the
climax you will be gripping the pages with both hands with coming of age drama love
relationships and mysterious disappearances all coming together at the end to form a
terrifying conclusion that comes from nowhere excellent

Resurrection Dreams 2012-04-12
don t even think about going into the cellar the first gripping title in richard laymon s
acclaimed beast house chronicles perfect for fans of stephen king and dean koontz the cellar
is a genuine cult classic i should know i m one of the cultists bentley little they call it beast
house tourists flock to see it lured by its history of butchery and sadistic sexual enslavement
they enter armed with cameras and camcorders but many never return the men are
slaughtered quickly the women have a far worse fate in store but the worst part of the
house is what lies beneath it behind the cellar door down the creaky steps waits a creature
of pure evil at night when the house is dark and all is quiet the beast comes out awakened
by an early morning phone call donna found out that her ex husband roy has been released
from prison she immediately dragged her twelve year old daughter out of bed and together
they hit the road fast the last she wants is for roy to get his hands on them again but in
fleeing one danger donna and her daughter are unknowingly heading straight towards
another they re heading towards beast house what readers are saying about the cellar
excellent gripping tale very hard to put down a tale of bizarre almost comic book like tongue
in cheek horror the best book i have read in such a long time

Funland 2012-04-12
in this sequel to the cult classic live girls the vampires won t rest until they exact revenge
against the people who attacked them and drove them from their home rgarton never fails
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